**Rally Held To Protest Dow Spot**

Approximately 300 students and faculty members picketed peacefully outside the uptown campus' Steinman Hall yesterday to protest the presence of recruiters for Dow Chemical Company, manufacturers of napalm used in the war in Vietnam.

Although about one dozen club-wielding policemen were present near the site of the demonstration, there was no recurrence of last semester's sit-in, but the locked door.
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**CPA Requisites Altered By State Education Board**

Persons holding top level auditing positions in government or industry may now be eligible for a Certified Public Accountant examination in light of recent action by the Board of Regents.

The regents approved an amendment to Section 91 of the Regulations of the Commissioner permitting the State Board of Certified Public Account Examiners to accept governmental and industrial auditing experience as qualifying for the certificate.

The complete text and the amendment to Section 91 of the Regulations of the Commissioner appears on Page 5.

**Student Rally Stated at LIU Today**

The Long Island University Board of Trustees is waiting for the Board of Higher Education to take the next step in the proposed sale of their Brooklyn branch. This was reported yesterday by Dr. Robert Birnbaum, acting vice chancellor of City University, but he was unavailable for confirmation and additional comments.

The student government at L.U. has planned a massive rally in their gymnasium today at 11. During the rally, paper ballots will be distributed among the assembled students and they will be asked to indicate what plan of action they would like to see undertaken in this matter.

Some of the suggestions on the ballot include a series of marches on the B.H.E., a sit-in at the B.H.E. campus and sit-ins at the B.H.E.

The next B.H.E. meeting is scheduled for March 25, the first available date that they could set on the L.I.U. sale. This will be the second of the series of marches on the board that the students at L.I.U. vote for it.

It is not known whether the board will discuss the proposed sale at that meeting since it was learned last week that they considered the next step to be up to the L.I.U. Board of Trustees.

The trustees must agree to the sale before any definite measures can be taken by the City University. If the trustees back the sale, they would be presented to the B.H.E.'s Committee on Campus Planning and Develop-
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**Many Vie For Seats In Election**

This term's first regular Student Council election will be held tomorrow in the lobby of the main building from 9 to 3:15.

Eleven students will compete in three contests and three untested races for eleven positions.

A list of candidates' qualifications in tomorrow's election appears on Page 4.

on the Student and Class Councils and for one seat on the Ticker Association.

In the race for Treasurer of the Class Council of '68, M. David Haft will challenge Paul Namm as John Meitner and Mark Weissman compete for the one representative seat on Student Council from the Class of '69.
3K plus facilities for other outdoor sports and indoor games will make the cocktail party... and late night festivities possible. The Forest House has a lavish dining room overlooking the lake. Local resident Joe Newman (Phil) will speak on the topic, "The Time of Your Life" and "Premarital Sex." This afternoon Professor Aaron Levenstein (Mgt.) will present the lecture "The Time of Your Life," and Dr. Newman in turn will offer a "Psychological High." There will be such parties. This project is sponsored by the American Union and the American Association. There will be exciting times at a low price.

**Student Council Approves Boat Ride; Final Arrangements Near Completion**

The annual Student Boat Ride will be held on May 25. Student Council at its meeting last night approved all final details of arrangements for the event.

**Business Orientation Cited In Evaluation of Education Committee Meeting**

The Baruch School has some of the finest professors in town. They have earned a reputation of their ability to engage students in the classroom. This event is being sponsored by the American Union and the American Association. There will be exciting times at a low price.
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Letters to the Editor

The Day of Rest — Now the Longest Day

By Marc Bloom

The sign of the times may be typewriter key sound. They’re on the loose. This is the time of the year when, after too long a period of idleness, the typewriter begins to make its presence acutely felt. So much so that the ten fingers of the typist begin to vibrate in a frenzied manner. And as one enters the seventh day day and follows it with a week of work, a certain dark cloud seems to gather over the typist’s mind. This is the time when the typist begins to feel that perhaps the typewriter is the greatest enemy of the office worker. 

The problem is, what can we do to alleviate the situation? Some suggest that the typist should be given a day off from work. Others suggest that the typewriter should be eliminated. But neither of these suggestions seems to be practical. The typist needs a break, but the typewriter is an essential tool of the office worker.

The solution, I believe, lies in the hands of the management. They should provide more leisure time for their employees. This can be done by offering shortened workdays or by providing more holidays. In this way, the typist will have more time to enjoy the simple pleasures of life, such as resting and reading. And in this way, the typewriter will not seem so threatening.

Our role as employees is to identify or choose the spirit that we feel will signify this spirit.

Help Us Choose

What’s in a name? A name is a tag we place on every other name. The name we call the Feminist, for instance, is a label that we apply to the person who is our reflection.

Some say that the name is what we are, but others say that it is not. Some say that the name is everything, but others say that it is not. It is a question that has puzzled philosophers for centuries.

But what is the name of the Feminist? What is the name of the person who is our reflection? Is it she, he, or both? These are questions that have been debated for centuries.

The Feminist is a person who is our reflection. She is the person who we see in the mirror. She is the person who we think of when we think of ourselves. She is the person who we love.

But she is also a person who we hate. She is the person who we despise. She is the person who we wish to destroy.

Help Us Choose

The name of the Feminist is a question that we must all consider. It is a question that we must all answer.

But what is the name of the Feminist? A name is a tag we place on every other name. The name we call the Feminist, for instance, is a label that we apply to the person who is our reflection.
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**Spring Fever Cracks Lavender; Hopes High During Workouts**

By PHIL WAXBERG

Three o'clock in the afternoon. Goethals Gym on the Uptown City College campus is a dingy, deserted place. The playing, education, and training floor of the day has just left, and the afternoon shadows cut deeply across the hardwood basketball floor. The gym seems to be asleep and quite unwilling to be disturbed.

But ten minutes later there is a hum of activity in every part of the floor. The City College basketball team is in spring training and that pleased him last spring. Coach Sol Mishkin seems to have solved his biggest problem by inserting Junior Ray Weronic in the shortstop position. Weronic club has a problem of its own - to be answered. The big question is - has ever turned in a time.

**The City Tracksters Blanked in IC4A Meet**

With only the Collegiate Track Conference Championships at Queens College ahead, the City Tracksters were left hanging out for the CUNY finals with a big problem. The major problem will be the forward slot. Nearly every star has pitched in a year. The Beavers play a seven-game schedule this year and the pitching seems thin in this district. Sebor has not pitched in a year and Poris has looked really sharp only once during the same period.

"Finding a third outfielder is also a problem which Coach Mishkin faces. Names are yet to be filled in center and both Richter and Poris have not hit in the last four games of the year, is rated as a key in the Beavers' plans. Marsh, Goldstein, and Globerman all saw a good deal of action during the season and crowd the hosts an in.

Johnny Podres, where are you? The Brooklyn Dodgers were Skip Johnson, Don Dave Knuckles, Stu Kessler and Marty Hutner, four Baruchians. As Baruch is separating from the Uptown campus, it is doubtful whether Downtowners will be able to compete for City varsity. Mulvey and Kessler, however, have expressed an interest in transferring Uptown to baron.

Joe Selvaggio, manager emeritus, will be joining the club next season. The freshmen do not have much to offer but Ken Bernstein, John Wynn, Jay Millstein and Mark Schulte should find their way onto the squad. John Rodgers, where are you?"